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Since two-dimensional electric-potential distributions were successfully observed,
application of electron holography to the semiconductor industry has been one of the hottest
topics in recent years. However, such application requires high accuracy and consistency of
the measurement. Accordingly, the present study investigates some of the problems
concerning p-n junction observation from the viewpoint of applying electron holography to
the semiconductor industry.
Uniformity of specimen thickness is the first requirement for acurate measurement of
electric-potential distributions. For example, since the mean inner potential of silicon is
around 12V, 1% of thickness distribution causes a potential error of approximately ±0.1V.
This implies that, if the accuracy of potential measurement of silicon should be higher than
±0.1 V, the thickness variation of the specimen must be less than ±1%. This requirement
represents a very difficult problem for TEM specimen preparation. The second problem is
specimen damage induced by the ion beam bacause ion beams form amorphous layers and
electrically dead layers on the surface of a TEM specimen.
In the present experiment, a specimen having a p-n junction was fabricated by arsenic ion
implantation into a silicon wafer with a boron concentration of 1015 cm-3. Then,
wedge-shaped TEM specimens containing Si/Si p-n junctions were prepared by focused ion
beam (FIB). Figure 1 illustrates a schematic of such specimen. Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c)
show phase maps of the specimen having a wedge angle of 20, 30 and 45 degrees,
respectively. Each figure indicates that the junction is 200nm from the original wafer surface.
This observed distance does not agree with the theoretically calculated value of 380nm. The
reason for this disagreement is unclear at present, but we suspect that a small amount of
gallium ions might be working as a p-type dopant in the silicon.
In summary, thickness distribution and ion-beam-induced damage are major problems facing
application of electron holography to the semiconductor industry. Further technical
development on preparing specimens with uniform thickness and less damaged layers is
therefore necessary.
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FIG. 1. Wedge-shaped TEM specimen containing a Si/Si p-n junction prepared by
focused-ion-beam.
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FIG. 2. Phase maps of wedge-shaped specimens containing a Si/Si p-n junction
(wedge angles: (a) 20°, (b) 30°, (c) 45°).
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